Some Useful B2B
Sales Stuff

1) What is a Sales Pipeline?
A sales pipeline is a visual representation of sales prospects and where they are in the purchasing process.
Pipelines also provide an overview of a sales rep's account forecast and how close he is to making quota, as well as
how close a sales team as a whole is to reaching quota. This enables sales reps and sales managers to forecast the
number and dollar amounts of deals that will close in a given period of time.
In some ways, a sales pipeline aggregates individual customer sales funnels into a composite picture that measures
the health of all sales prospects. The sales pipeline also visualizes the lifecycle of various customer prospects, from
initial interaction to deal close. These steps include the following:
1. Gathering incoming leads.
2. Qualifying a prospects into a marketing-quali ed lead (using methods such as lead scoring), then a salesquali ed lead.
3. Validating a quali ed lead into a sales opportunity.
4. Registering the deal as closed, on hold or lost.
The health of a sales pipeline is often re ected by the following four metrics
The number of deals in the pipeline
The average size of a deal in the pipeline
The average size of a deal in the pipeline
The average size of a deal in the pipeline
Best practices to manage your sales pipeline
 Remember to follow upto follow up.
 Focus on the best leads
 Drop dead leads
 Monitor pipeline metrics
 Review (and improve) your pipeline processes
 Update your pipeline regularly
 Keep your sales cycle short
 Create a standardized sales process

Fig 1.0 Sales Funnel Vs Pipeline

2) What is CRM?
Customer relationship management or CRM is an approach to manage a company's interaction with current and
potential customers. It uses data analysis about customers' history with a company to improve business
relationships with customers, speci cally focusing on customer retention and ultimately driving sales growth.
CRM Software is a software category that includes applications which help businesses build strong relationships
with their customers, boost conversations, and improve revenue rates based on customer data coming from
multiple interaction channels (phone calls, website visits, social interactions, and so on). Companies use them to
process and analyze customer information, make use of disconnected data to depict opportunities, create sales
funnels, and carry out loyalty campaigns. The biggest bene t of CRM software is that it allows you to categorize
customers according to their expectations, and devote attention to prospective buyers. The highest performing
solution in this category is HubSpot CRM.

Fig 2.0 Hubspot CRM Interface Screenshot

3) Quali ed Vs Unquali ed Leads
We know with digital and outbound marketing and sales, our goal is to segment leads into one of two categories –
quali ed leads and unquali ed leads. Leads can switch from one category to the other with help from nurture
campaigns. But really, what’s the difference? Why isn’t a lead just a lead? Below are ways in which we typically
compare unquali ed and quali ed leads.
Unquali ed:Have not been nurtured enough to close their sales cycle. Are often unsure of what your company
offers. Don’t know what they’re looking for in a solution yet. Your product or service is out of their price range.
While it is possible to convert unquali ed leads into customers, the churn rate is sky high.
Quali ed Lead :Have completed, or are in the process of completing, your nurture campaign cycle. Are in control of
their own buying cycle, completing their own educational research. Have brainstormed and listed their exact needs
in a solution. Have a clearly de ned budget to work with and are researching solutions within their means.
Customers that come from quali ed leads typically have low churn rates because they close on their own terms.
How do you de ne sales quali ed leads?
While generating new business is the ultimate goal, quali ed sales leads are a major step in the process. So how do
you de ne quali ed sales leads? Internally, your company’s sales and marketing departments can work together to
de ne your own parameters for quali ed and unquali ed leads. Get customer service involved in the process too,
since they have experience training customers and are knowledgeable about churn rates and reasons.
Is coming up with your own de nitions tougher than you thought? It doesn’t have to be. Start by brainstorming
your ideal buyer – their background, industry, size, everything. This will help you discover the experience and
problem solving skills you need to build off of. After your buyer personas are de ned, you can use this template to
de ne marketing quali ed and sales quali ed leads.
Make sure that your website and blog are lled with content that can be consumed for each stage in the sales cycle.
This ensures that unquali ed leads can learn more about your company and in turn, learn more about their needs.
Quali ed leads can also continue their educational processes and since you’re already monitoring and scoring their
website activity, simultaneously push themselves through the sales cycle.

Fig 3.0 Lead Types

4) The Rules of Closing
The “rules” – the pillars that build solid relationships and close sales
Trust is the most essential ingredient to closing the sale.
The marketplace will only become more crowded, mature and competitive.
Buyers increasingly buy on value, rather than price alone.
Buyers look for advisors and business experts who deliver results that exceed basic expectations.
Buying decisions are made at higher levels due to the strategic importance of purchases.
Salespeople must customize their approaches.
Thus, salespeople who develop strong relationships with prospects who want relationships, deliver effective
solutions to prospects who need solutions, deliver greater value to those prospects who seek value, and offer a
speedy transaction to those who seek a quick solution, will close more.

6 fundamentals for closing every sale
Salespeople don’t want to walk away from any sales calls without establishing the answers to these six questions.
They’re the fundamentals to become a master closer.
Ask yourself:
Did I clearly describe all the bene ts of my products or services and what they will do for the client?
Did I discover the key issue involved in the client’s buying decision (such as I’m too new, too much like XYZ or
lack name recognition)?
Did I uncover the key bene t – either perceived or real – that the client wants from my products or services?
Did I make lots of “little closes” – agreements along the way – so that the client had an opportunity to make small
decisions rather than one big threatening one?
Did I ask the client to buy – come right out and ask for the order?
Did I try one more time – when I thought the sale was lost?
If you answer no to any, you can clearly see where your closing techniques need to be spiffed up.

Fig 4.0 Close the Sale

